More detailed workshop information to follow in due course

A. Proposal Writing: Stepping into an Assessor’s shoes  
Facilitators- Jan Stringer and Philippa Ryan

B. If it smells like KTP! Workshop on company eligibility, (including 3rd sector), and supporting documentation requirements  
Facilitators- Gerry Black and Ian Heywood

C. Co-funder KTP Workshops-AHRC/BEIS/ESRC  
Specific guidance will be given on securing potential co-funder support  
Facilitators- Harry Kerr, Manpreet Gill and Poonam Heyer, Wendy Matcham and Charlotte Ashbrooke

D. KTP and KEF Workshop  
Facilitators- Hamish McAlpine and Kala Kennedy

E. Best Practice in Post Award Management  
Facilitators- Sarah Stott, Hazel Juggins and Paul Yeomans

F. Best practice in KTP Associate Recruitment  
Facilitators- Narpal Sihra, Elaine Wallace and Liz Johnson

G. KTP Marketing to Business  
Facilitators- Jenny Hudson, Gilly Hall and Geoff Archer

H. Cohesiveness/Golden thread How to ensure everything ties together with your Gold Standard Business Case!  
Facilitators- Lorraine Marks and Joel Ferguson